
 

 

testing your 
knowledge base 

Now 

In the development of a knowledge 

base, eventually the time comes to put 
its contents to the test. This article de- 
scribes how knowledge bases can be 

tested and presents a set of validation crite-
ria. Although knowledge bases take many 
forms, this article focuses on those founded 
on production rules. However, the general 
concepts and criteria discussed here apply to 
other types of knowledge bases as well. 

I draw on my own experience developing 
and testing knowledge-based systems for 
Perkin-Elmer Corp., where I helped 
develop an expert system to monitor 

respiration conditions of patients.' I also 

worked for Oregon State University, 
Corvallis, Ore., and the U.S. Dept. of 

Agriculture - Forest Service developing 
expert systems to assess conditions of 
wildlife habitat' on USDA Forest Service 

lands. 

Testing a knowledge base is not a trivial 
matter, regardless of the exactitude 
with which the problem was defined and 
the production rules (with associated 
probabilities) were devised. Testing cuts 
to the heart of why the knowledge base 
was initially developed and how one expects 
it to be used. 

WHAT REQUIRES TESTING? 
At best, testing a knowledge base is more an 
operant philosophy of programming than a 
discrete stage in the development of 
production rules. It is good programming 
practice to test any program in various ways 
throughout its development. Testing should 
be integrated into the development-applica-
tion cycle. 

Generally, there are two levels of testing 

any computer code: verification and valida-
tion. Verification involves insuring that the 
computer code—whether it is LISP code or 
a rule base written in some expert system 
shell—is written without bugs. This level of 
testing is relatively straightforward and may 
be pursued on a regular basis as the knowl-
edge base is developed and revised. Many 
commercially available expert system shells 
have tracing functions or filters for catching 
common errors in syntax or rule redundan-
cy. These tools are of immense value when 
the knowledge base approaches the size of 
even several dozen rules. 

Validation, on the other hand, involves 
the more deceptively difficult task of insur-
ing that the meaning and content of the 
rules meet some carefully defined criteria of 
adequacy. Defining such criteria is the key 

to successfully conducting a validation pro-
cedure and demonstrating the level of ac-
ceptability of the knowledge base. 

Performance may be tested progressively 
as a knowledge base is built. For example, 
S.M. Weiss and C.A. Kulikowski3 suggest 
testing the initial model design, knowledge 
base data, system performance, model re-
finements, and the effect of model changes 
on case conclusions. 

Development of a knowledge base com-
monly proceeds through four phases: creat-
ing the prototype, developing the first gen-
eration rule set, testing and expanding the 
rule set to the second generation, and test-
ing the second generation rule set. Atten-
tion must also be given to how well the sys-
tem might be marketed and used. Specific 
criteria and procedures for testing the valid- 
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Testing cuts to the heart 

of why a knowledge base 

was designed and how 

one expects it to be used 

ity of the knowledge base (see the sidebar to 

this article entitled "Validation Criteria") 

should be integrated within each of these 

phases. 

C R E A T I N G  T H E  P R O T O T Y P E  
Validation should be part of the initial stage 
of creating the prototype knowledge base. 
Prototypes that typically consist of only a 
dozen or so rules demonstrate the applica -
tion and feasibility of a knowledge engineer-
ing approach to the problem at hand. Vali -
dating the prototype is integral to defining 
the or iginal problem and developing the 
f irs t  se t  o f rules to  frame the inference  
structure. 

When testing the prototype, it is impor -
tant to determine the specific domain with -
in which the system should operate. More 
fundamentally, testing the prototype should 
involve asking whether the original problem 
d o main  was  de f ined  nar ro wl y eno ugh .  
Knowledge base projects have a greater 
likelihood of succeeding—and, in a sense, 
of being valid—when they address a nar -
rowly defined problem. 

The prototype should also show a fair  de-
gree of usefulness to demonstrate the desir -
ability of continuing work on a fuller sys -
tem. A system is useful when i t contains 
necessary and adequate parameters to solve 
at least some problems. Today's expert sys-
tem shells are so user-oriented that bogus 
rule bases may be readily developed, creat -
ing wha t  might  be  ca l led  "ama teur  sys -
tems." Although usefulness may be judged 
subjectively, it is more than just a trivial or 
self-evident criterion. 
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accuracy 

and 
adequacy of 

the system 
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THE FIRST GENERATION RULE 
SET After the prototyping stage, the first 
generation rule set typically consists of 
several dozen to a few hundred rules. 
The main goals of validation at this stage 
are to reexamine the original objectives, 
more precisely determine the problem 
domain, and establish the degree of 
detail desired in the system. 

At this alpha-testing stage it is important 
to determine the accuracy and adequacy of 
the system. Accuracy is measured by com-
paring the number of correct predictions 
with known data. It may be assessed statisti-
cally with a 

X2 
or goodness-of-fit model that 

compares observed proportions of correct 
answers (the fraction of predictions that 
were observed to be empirically correct) 
with expected proportions (the desired rate 
of accurate predictions). 

Adequacy, on the other hand, is a mea-
surement of the fraction of actual 
conditions included in the system. For 
example, the breath gas monitoring system I 
helped develop diagnosed 12 waveform 
patterns of CO2. Each waveform pattern 
corresponded to a particular physiological 
condition. The adequacy of the system was 
judged according to the total desired 
number of conditions to diagnose. 

Adequacy may be expressed as a simple 
fraction. The breath gas monitoring system 
was able to diagnose 12 of 27 important 
physiological conditions, so the system was 
100 X (12/27) = 44% adequate. As an alter-
native, subjective weights may be added to 
particular conditions that are more 
important to recognize (such as 
cessation of breathing). 

Another question at the alpha-testing 
stage concerns the degree of precision re-
quired. Precision may be measured as the 
capacity of the knowledge base to predict, 
diagnose, classify, or monitor within a speci-
fied statistical confidence interval. Precision 
is also a measure of the number of 
significant figures used in calculations and 
the error of estimate of the parameters. 
Precision error may be expressed as the 
standard error or confidence interval of 
the observed or inferred values of 
parameters. 

The alpha-testing stage also entails statis-
tical tests of the reliability of the inferences, 
diagnoses, or classifications made by the 
knowledge base. Evaluating reliability may 
involve a complex series of statistical tests 
that apply prior knowledge to empirical evi-
dence, such as in the use of Bayesian 
statistics.3,4 A discussion of such tests is 
beyond the scope of this article, but the 
reader is encouraged to explore the 
concepts. 

EXPANDING THE RULE SET 
Alpha-testing the first generation rule set 
should result in revision of the objectives 

for developing the fuller rule base. As rules 
are added and amended at this stage, per-
formance standards that determine the 
characteristics of the full -scale system 
should be carefully described, especially for 
determining utility or ultimate 
marketability. These standards include the 
flexibility or adaptability of the system to 
future applications. An adaptable system can 
be readily enhanced and its user interface 
modified as contexts warrant. 

Expanding the rule set to full scale should 
also identify the number of parameters nec-
essary to address the problem domain (reso-
lution) and the desired complexity (whole-
ness) of the knowledge base. Expansion 
typically involves recrafting inference struc-
tures, high-level control rules, and 
lower-level facts and relationships among 
facts. To this end, determining the 
robustness and sensitivity of conclusions to 
rules and variables helps direct the 
knowledge engineering efforts. Several 
workers have explored using empirical 
information for modifying the rule base 
(as used in SEEK).5,6 

SECOND GENERATION RULE SET 
Testing of the first full-scale knowledge 
base is often done directly on the site where 
the system will be used. Determining the ac-
curacy, precision, and reliability of the 
full-scale rule base is necessary to ultimately 
determine the specific contexts within 
which the user should expect the system 
to work well (technical and operational 
validity). This beta-testing should also 
involve determining the usability of the 
system by the intended audience, including 
how well the system fi ts into exist ing 
procedural  and administrative structures. 

Testing the audience, so to speak, was one 
of the most important limitations in devel-
oping and implementing a knowledge engi-
neering approach to solving problems of 
natural resource management in the USDA 
Forest Service. The weakest facet of the 
knowledge base approach for diagnosing 
and ameliorating the condition of wildlife 
habitat on National Forest lands was selling 
the basic idea to management. 

Existing administrative processes for eval-
uating wildlife habitat simply did not allow 
for this new approach. Thus the knowledge 
base was, in an important sense, invalid. 
The solution in this case was to educate vet-
eran supervisors and managers within the 
agency as to the utility of such a system and 
revise the general  habitat  evaluation 
process. 

MARKETABILITY 
In this article the term "marketability" re-
fers not only to the specifics of selling a 
product in the marketplace but also to 
selling the idea and use of a system to 
people 
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who may be reluc tant  to  adopt i t  in the  
course of their work. Selling a system 
involves determining the practicability 
and utility of a system in specific 
already-functioning work environments. 
From the commercial perspective, this 
may also include market feasibility 
studies to determine desirability and 
availability. The system must also be 
adaptable to different work environments, 
changes in integrated hardware and 
software, and changing information needs 
over time. 

If a system is to be used by technicians, 
professionals, administrators, or managers 
in the course of their work, it should be ap -
pealing and credible (face validity). In the 
development of the breath gas analysis sys-
tem, we contacted recognized medical spe-
cialists in the field of breath gas analysis 
during the early phases of developing the 
prototype. The appeal and face validity of 
the prototype was important for securing 
research and development funds within the 
corporation and for helping sell the system 
to customers once the fuller system became 
available. 

Another facet of these less-tangible crite-
ria of validity concerns how the human user 
is to be integrated into the knowledge sys -
tem. Users of knowledge-based monitoring 
systems will want to remain an integral part 
of the information-gather ing/analysis/ in -
terpretation cycle. For example, the breath 
gas monitoring system will be more readily 
accepted and used if the clinician has a role 
in interpreting and at times overriding the 
system's diagnoses and conclusions. 

How specifically can these various valida-
tion criteria be tested? The main steps in 
conducting validation tests under each of 
the phases of developing the knowledge 
base include: 
 defining the domain and context within 
which a system is expected to perform well 
and thus the contexts in which its perfor -
mance is poor or unknown. 
 identifying specific performance criteria 
for validation. 
 conducting the validation tests and ana -
lyzing and evaluating the results. 

DOMAIN AND CONTEXT 

Like any model, the domain and context of 
a problem determine how well a knowledge 
base can be expected to perform. Applying 
the model outside the arena for which it was 
intended will likely produce unreliable and 
poor performance. 

The creator of the model  should specify 
precisely the conditions under which the 
model is to be used. The audience must 
adhere to these conditions for the model to 
insure predictable levels of performance. This 
proved especially important in the expert 
system that evaluated wildlife habitat. Simi- 

lar habitats in different geographic areas 
have vastly different species of wildlife asso-
ciated with them, and the expert system 
failed to predict reliably outside of the area 
in which it was developed. 

Testing a knowledge base may also in-
volve assessing its generality or breadth. 
Generality is the range of contexts within 
which a system can be expected to perform 
reliably. Breadth is the number of condi -
tions and parameters an expert system con-
tains, proportional to the number of  rules 
and clauses in its knowledge base. 

A system should be broad when the range 
of conditions and contexts within which it 
should operate reliably is wide. Such testing 
involves applying the knowledge system to 
problems outside the specific confines of its 
domain under controlled circumstances and 
observing the accuracy or reliability of the 
outcomes. 

Identifying a specific problem domain 
may also entail describing the number and 
kinds of variables chosen to represent each 
co mp o nent  o f  the  kno wled ge  s t ruc ture  
(depth). This in turn helps identify the 
degree of realism of the knowledge 
model; that is, which relevant variables 
and relations have been included in the 
knowledge base. However, it may not be 
possible to simultaneously maximize 
realism and generality. Understanding how 
well a system performs under both criteria 
is essential for developing realistic 
expectations about its performance. 

Although a system l ike the breath gas 
monitoring system must perform reliably, 
the realism of the production rules is equal-
ly important. Because a system like this one 
will be closely scrutinized by many medical 
experts, even if it performs reliably, the 
variables and relations expressed in each 
specific rule must conform to generally 
accepted expert understanding. 

This is particularly important with knowl-
edge bases such as medical monitoring sys-
tems, where legality and culpability are sig- 
nificant issues. For other systems, such as 
the wildlife habitat expert system, the 
degree of realism of the rules is secondary 
to insuring that the system provides 
reasonable and useful conclusions. 

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 
Performance criteria must be specified for 
each stage in the development of a knowl -
edge base. For example, the degree of accu-
racy of the system may be assessed during 
testing of the second generation rule set. 

Acceptable levels of each performance 
standard should be determined before the 
tests are conducted. What allowable 
fraction of predictions (outputs) may be  
in error? How accurate or precise do 
diagnoses or classifications have to be for a 
system to 

If human 
experts 
i n c u r  a  
15% error 
rate, 

should the 
system be 
expected 

to perform 

better? 
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Validation Criteria 

be acceptable? How realistic should the var-
iables and relations be within each rule? 

In determining the overall validity of a 
system, it is instructive to determine how 
well human experts do in the problem area 
and to thereby create reasonable expecta-
tions of the system's performance. If human 
experts incur a 15% error rate, should the 
system be expected to perform better? If so, 
how much better, and why? 

A Turing test of the output of a system 
may help determine its overall validity.

?
 In a 

Turing test, human experts (evaluators) are 
given results of running the knowledge base 
model for a specific problem and results fur-
nished by a human expert for the same 
problem. Both sets of results are unlabeled. 

The degree to which the evaluators can 
distinguish between results from the model 
and the human expert is a test of how well 
the system mimicked human performance. 
Furthermore, having the evaluators explain 
exactly how they distinguished model from 
human performance can help pinpoint. 
which model parameters require further re-
finement. 

Another performance criterion that may 
be tested is to analyze the type of errors a 
rule set produces. The conclusions of par-
ticular rules—or an entire knowledge 
base—for a given run may be wrong in two 
ways. They may fail to accept what is actually 
a correct conclusion (a type I error) or accept 
and report what is actually an incorrect 
conclusion (a type II error). 

These two types of error may have vastly 
different implications, depending on the 
purpose of the knowledge base. For exam-
ple, the breath gas monitoring system alerts 
the clinician when a serious problem, such 
as increased CO, content of breath gas or 
cessation of breathing (anoxia), has been de-
tected. False alarms (type 11 errors) would be 
much more tolerable with such a monitoring 
system than failures to detect serious 
problems (type I errors). Thus the rules that 
detect and interpret anoxic conditions allow 
for a wide level of tolerance. 

On the other hand, false alarms may be 
much less tolerable with other kinds of sys-
tems. For example, the wildlife habitat ex-
pert system predicts the effects on the distri-
bution and abundance of bird species from 
various forest management activities. This 
knowledge base provides advice on addi-
tional and sometimes costly activities that 
can help protect wildlife species from detri-
mental impacts the result from the harvest-
ing of timber. 

In this case, false alarms (type II errors) 
are much less tolerable than in the medical 
monitoring system, because high costs may 
be incurred. Thus the rules that predict 
negative impacts on wildlife entail narrow 
tolerance levels. 

The following set of criteria may be used to test and evalu-
ate the validity of a knowledge base: 

Accuracy- how well a simulation reflects reality. Compare 
inferences made by rules with historic (known) data, observe 
correctness of the outcome. 

Adaptability: possibilities for future development and ap-
plication. Keep 1/0 and control rules general; revise facts 
and rules when new information is available. Periodically re-
view the desirability of integrating with existing or proposed 
hardware or software systems. Should the system be 
self-modifying or context sensitive? Can it be customized for 
particular user needs? 

Adequacy: the fraction of pertinent empirical observa-
tions that can be simulated. Establish list of parameters (var-
iables, conditions, and relations) that influence inference 
outcome, determine which to include in rule set. 

Appeal: usability; how well the knowledge base matches 
our intuition and stimulates thought; practicability. Appeal 
is a potentially key criterion for marketability; test usability 
by assessing 1/0 friendliness relatively early in the develop-
ment process. Test simulation and practicability on site in 
beta-development stage. 

Availability- existence of other, simpler, validated knowl-
edge bases that solve the same problem(s), important for de-
termining eventual marketability. Will users perceive the 
need for a new rule-based system if other tools are already 
available and meet their needs? 

Breadth: proportional to the number of rules used in the 
knowledge base. Determine the number of contexts within 
which the system should be expected to perform, and thus 
the number of pertinent parameters to account for in the 
rule set. 

Depth: proportional to the number and kinds of variables 
chosen to describe each component in the model.  Deter-
mine the range of conditions the system will address and 
which parameters are necessary to diagnose, classify, and/or 
advise for each condition. Depth will in turn determine nec-
essary input data and user interface. 

Face validity: model credibility. Have knowledge base, in-
ference structure, and output reviewed by credible human 
experts during early development of prototype and later ex-
pansion of full-scale system. Compile and report results. 

Generality: capability of a knowledge base to be used with  
a broad range of similar problems. Define the general con- 
texts within which the system can be expected to perform at 
expert levels and provide strong caution that use beyond 
these contexts may not yield accurate results. 

Precision: capability of a model to replicate particular sys-
tem parameters; also the number of significant figures used 
in numeric variables and computations. Ensure that all perti-
nent variations of parameters are represented in the rule 
base and facts. Express numbers as floating point or real for-
mat as necessary; use double precision for calculations, espe-
cially those involving matrix or linear algebra calculations. 

Realism: accounting for relevant variables and relations. 
46  
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Establish parameters and functions in the rule base in the 
same terms and with the same conceptual models used by 
experts or end user audience. Realism is particularly 
important it when developing the full-scale knowledge base, 
and also involves the logical order with which queries are 
made. 

Reliability: the fraction of model predictions that are em-
pirically correct (actually, part of a complex statistical analy-
sis of the accuracy and correctness of the entire rule base). 
Reliability includes conditional and posterior probabilities of 
correct diagnoses and classifications. Ultimately describes 
statistical utility of the likelihoods in the rules and outputs. 

Resolution: the number of parameters of a system the 
model attempts to mimic. Identify which parameters need 
to be defined and represented in detail and which can be 
grouped into more general conditions or ignored. 

Robustness: conclusions that are not particularly sensitive 
to model structure. Determine which input parameters are 
least and most significant in the form of the interim (diagno-
sis, classification) and final (advice, alarm) results and out-
put. Be sure the latter are well defined in the rules and 
functions. 

Sensitivity: the degree to which variations of knowledge 
base parameters induce outputs that match historical data. 
Specifically determine sensitivity of results to each input pa-
rameter by varying that parameter incrementally, holding 
all other parameters constant and matching model output 
with historical (known) data. 

Technical and operational validity: identification and 
importance of all divergence in model assumptions from 
perceived reality. Carefully explicate the contexts, condi-
tions. and assumptions that underlie the rules and relations. 
Discuss how each assumption limits model results. How do 
they affect model accuracy, reliability, robustness, and 
generality? 

Turing test: assessing the validity of a knowledge base by 
having human evaluators distinguish between the model's 
conclusions on a specific problem and a human expert's con-
clusions solving the same problem. 

Usefulness: validates that the system contains neeessary 
and adequate parameters and relationships for use in prob-
lem-solving contexts (if at least some model predictions are 
empirically correct). Usefulness is trivial for a full-scale sys-
tem but important for prototyping and adding onto existing 
rule sets. 

Validity: a knowledge base's capability of producing em-
pirically correct predictions. Given the contexts within 
which the system is expected to operate well, determine how 
man), actual conditions the system can accurately diagnose, 
classify, and advise. Determine the level of correctness with 
human experts in the same area and set realistic objectives 
for correctness of the knowledge base. 

Wholeness: the number of processes and interactions re-
flected in the model. How complex is the rule base? How 
many factors does it use? Consider wholeness in light of 
adaptability. 
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ANALYZING RESULTS 
Analysis and evaluation entail drawing con-
clusions from the results and assessing the 
implications of each conclusion for further 
development, marketing, or revision of the 
system. The analytical steps involved should 
be clearly determined before each test pro-
ceeds, especially where quantitative tests are 
concerned. 

For example, during the testing of the 
second generation rule set, assessing the ac-
curacy of the system should involve deter-
mining the specific problem domain, select-
ing a representative spectrum of known 
cases against which to test the system (these 
should be cases that were not used in the ini-
tial development of the knowledge base), 
operating the system and recording its out-
put (diagnosis, classification, advice), and 
comparing the output with the known con-
ditions of each case. A statistical comparison 
between system predictions and known 
cases may help determine the frequency and 
types of errors the system made. 

Finally, the results of the validation tests 
should be used to evaluate the development 
of the system. Does the system meet origin-
ally defined objectives and standards? Can it 
be used in the intended problem domain 
within an acceptable error rate? Can it be 
successfully placed in the market? What are 
the needs for adding to or revising the 
knowledge base? Are there additional con-
siderations to address, such as legal or regu-
latory constraints? What can be learned to 
help in the development of the next system? 
Every knowledge engineering project is 
unique in its intent and application, and ev-
ery project should embrace carefully de-
signed tests of the validity of a knowledge 
base. 
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